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NATIONAL MINORITIES
By Article no Polish subjects belonging to national minorities,
or to those of religion or language, had equally with other citizens
the right to form, control and administer, at their own expense,
charitable institutions of a religious or social character, as well
as to use their language freely, and to observe the precepts of
their religion. These and other clauses of the Constitution
implemented the treaty entered into by Poland with the Allies
on June 28, 1919, respecting her national minorities. The Consti-
tution also provided for the protection of labour, "the principal
source of wealth in the Republic/' and for the protection of
maternity and children. It made primary education compulsory,
education in State or local government schools being free to all;
in State-supported schools religious instruction was compulsory
for all under 18 years of age, the conduct and control of this
teaching resting with the respective religious bodies, under
the supreme control of the educational authorities of the State.
By Article 114 it was declared: "The Roman Catholic confession
being the confession of the majority of the people, has a prepon-
derating authority in the State among other religions which enjoy
equal treatment. The Roman Catholic Church is governed by
its own laws. The relation between the Church and the State shall
be determined on the basis of a concordat with the Holy See, to be
ratified by the Seym." Four years passed, however, before a
concordat was signed.
Property was the subject of Article 99. It was of particular
interest because of its bearing on Communism and agrarian
reform. It stated:
The Polish Republic recognizes all properly, whether belonging to
individuals or collectively to associations, autonomous bodies, institu-
tions or the State itself, as one of the principal foundations of social
organization and legal order; it grants to all inhabitants, institutions
and communities the protection of their properly, and does not admit
any limitation or abolition of individual or collective property, except
as provided by Statute for the common benefit and with compensation.
The last chapter of the Constitution provided that its revision
could take place only after a vote to that effect in the presence of
at least one-half of the total number of the members of the National

